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University restores Reserve Fund
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Chair of Board's Finance and Facilty Committee credits 'new philosophy'

By William C. Holmes
uc News Editor
The University Board of Trustees, at their August meeting, passed

unanimously a budgeting plan to
00Dtinucreacquiring raervesforthe
University.
Reserves aredefinedbytheResolution as"... accumulated University
resources within theeducatiooal and
general fund that have been set aside
for a specific purpose
are to be
expended only for that purpose and
onlywhencurrent-yearl'C\'elluesare
not sufficient to meet the approved
expenditures needs unless otherwise

m~nts and state budset cuts
amounting to twelve percent, the
University has experienced financial difficulties for the last
two years. Declining enrollments
have been a problem state-wide.
At the October 15, 1993
Board meeting, Creamer told the
University Community that SSU
had approximately $12,000 in unrestricted reserves. Dr. David
Creamer, Vice-President of Business Affairs, hopes that proceeding with the new system will continue to build the reserve fund.

authorized by the Shawnee State
University Board of Trustees." ·
Under a fund management
system initiated last fiscal year,
the University has managed to
accumulate approximately $1.6
million in reserve funding.
Trustee Thomas Reynolds, Chair
of the Finance and Facilities
Committee, stated, "This new
philosophy will provide the orderly establishment of reserves
in one form or another, primarily working capital."
Affected by declining enroll-

One advantage of the strategy
is to allow departments to keep
funds at the end of year. This
was done by categorizing accounts within the reserve system. Lasf October, Creamer told
The Chronicle that the Univer-.
sity was trying to move all possible acct>unts out of the unallocated fund balance. This was done
to get better accountability from
the dollar values. According to
Creamer, this gives the manager
of the division's budget an incentive to save money so funds can be

allocated to other projects.
Creamer stated, "You [usually]
have to provide some motivation to change behavior. It is not
abuse, but individuals will often
times do what is most convenient
[which is not often cost effective]."
Also, since the departments can
save money towards their own
needs, instead of returning it back
to the general or central fund, departments will not feel the need to
expend all ofthe funds within their

tcrs, may be paid as a lump sum
or as quartely or monthly payments.
,
The lump sum payment
would be two thousand dollars.
Quarterly or monthly payments will be slightly more cx~nsive. The quarterly fee will
be $716.67 for a total of
$2,150.The monthly plan will
cost $255.56 per month or

$2,300 in total. The University
also offers a Summer Quarter
lease for $800.
According to the Resolution,
the student fees will be used
" ... solely for the purpose of
meeting the operating costs and
debt obligations of the Student
Housing system."

Continued on Page 9

University to acquire Celeron Square

Board sets temporary fees for University housini
University hopes to close deal by Aueust 22
by William C. Holmes
uc News Edijor

less than a year. Resolution 3'794 also states that the University
The Board of Trustees, at expects to acquire Celeron
their August 12 public meeting, Square before Fall Quarter of
approved a resolution to con- 1994. "The use of the fee schedtinue the residence fee and sched- ule that resembles that presently
in place is intended to minimize
ule
for Celeron Square used by the transitional problems which
the previous owner. However, , could arise due to the lateness of
this fee schedule will probably the acquisition. A more approbe superseded by a new one in priate fee schedule li~ely will be

proposed prior to ·Fall Quarter
1995."
Thomas Reynolds, Chair of
the Board's Finance and Facilities Committee, stated, "We desperately need to make noticeable
renovations now. We have established a fee for the students to
accept or reject."
The annual fee, which covers
the Spring, Winter and Fall Quar-
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Board approv~s faculty promotions and .continuing contracts
by WIiiiam C. Holme•

uc News Editgr

With the passase of n:solutions
42-94 and 43-94 by the Board. of
Trustces, the Unnusitybasawarded
faculty promotions and continuing
contracts.
The m:ommerdations for the
promocions/000tinuingcootractsare
made by Dr. Clive C. Veri, SSU
President.Dr.AL.Addington.Provost.andcithertheappropriateCommittecs ilCPromotion or Continuing
Contract Committee. These m:ommendationsare then voted on by the
Board. Thisfollowstheprocessout-

lincdinanagreementwiththeShawncc F.ducation Association (SEA).
Dr. EdwardC. Miner.SEAPRsident and Associate ProfessorofSociology/Psycholo&V, is Chair of the
Promotion Committee and Julia
Basham. Associate ProfessorofBiological Sciences, is Chair of the
Continuing Contract Committee.
A continuing 000tract is similar
t o ~ at other collcge.s. faculty
·mcmberswbodonotba\'Cacontinu-r
ing contract must come up for review on a yearly basis. With a continning contract. employment may
still be tcmJimted, but there is no

yearly review. An instructor may
work indefinitely at the Unnasity
without a continuing contract.

The promotions and contracts
will be effective for the 1994-95
academic year. The promotions are
as follows:
_
Stipend for the rank of Professor: Dr. Hagop S. Pambookian (PsycJtology), Dr. James Flavin (English). andDr. FrankBymc(Eoglish'
LinguistJCs).

StipendfortherankofAaociale
Professor: Dr. Jeft'Bauer(Geolo&V),
Dr. Stylianosffa.ljiyannis (Political
awarded to the following: Dr.

Mary Dillard (Associate Professor ofDevelopmental Education,
English), Steven J. Doster (Associate Professor of Accounting),
Orville R. Ferguson (Associate
Professor Developmental Education, English), Dr. Robert Forrey
(Associate Professor of English),
Dr. Stylianos Hadjiyannis (Ascation).
sociate Professor of Political
Promotion to the nmk of Assis- Science), Dr. Jinlu Li (Associate
tantl'IOtcssor: Mary A. Canter (Res- Professor of Mathemabcs), Dr.
piratory Therapy) and Ted Kosan Dan M. Moore (Associate Pro(Electrical & Computer Engi- fessor of Business), Dr. Zhanbo
Yang (Associate Professor of
neering Technology).
Continuing contracts were Mathematics).
Science),Bamara S. Mullens(Dental Hygiene), and Julia L. Basham
(Biolo&V).
Promotion totbe rank ofAssociate Professor: Dr. Kaddour
Boukaabar (Mathematics), Orville
R. Ferguson (Developmental Edu-·
cation, Mathc-matics), and Dr.
Martha Sberman(ElcmentaryF.du-

Celeron ... cont. from page I
Jacqueline Maillet was appointed Coordinator of Housing
and Residence Life. Maillet is currently an adjunct faculty member
of English at SSU. She bas been
with the University. since September of 1993. She has managerial experience in rental housing
and was recommended for the
position by SSU President Dr.
Clive Veri and Vice-President of
Student Affairs Dr. Paul Crabtree, upon the appropriate background check.
Tbefull-time position will pay
$19.000ayear,atotalofSl0,445
with housing allowance, and carsies full benefits. Accorcfuw to
the job description the Coordinator offfousingandR.esidence Life
'"will nave the responsibility for
the residence hall system as well
as planning and i~plementing
residence life prognms."
The University has been trying to acquire the 16 privately-

owned. townhouse style apartments from Flagship Properties
since 1989. Due to legal ditficulties and the unwillingness of the
·owner to sell. the Uniw:rsity has
only now been ablctosignanagreement with the owners. Reynolds
stated, •it appears it will happen.
We know of nothing that will prevent it from happening." According to Fred Chrisman, Director of
Student Activities, the closure of
the Celeron Purchase will be Augmt 11.
The Univenity is buying Celeron SqlUIR for 1.16 million and
will also add staffand renovate the
current facilities. The University
will incur between 1.88.and 1.96
million in debt for the purchase
of the units. In the middle of
July, both the Board of Trustees
and the Ohio Board of Regents
approved a bond measure to allow SSU the capital to make the
purchase.
•

Celeron Square

,

Plaoto by Nat .Jam••

•
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A Short History of English Literature ~=====~====;;;;;.;;;;;

"I hold in my hand, Oh Great Carsoni ... the final envelope!"
-Ed McMahon
So it all comes down to this:
the So.ties. I've spent too much
of my life al~eady trying to explain what the Sixties were like
and 1've never had any success.
You have to have been al.ive then
to know how it felt. And if you
know how it felt, you were probably stoned at the time and can't
remember how it felt. So, rather
than waste time on one more boring recital of what the Sixties
meant, let's get straight to the
literature.
There are two novels which
characterize the inventive and experimental spirit of the Sixties
better than any others: Catch-22
and One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest.
These two novels are often
thought to be very similar. This
is hard to understand at first
glance, considering the fact that
they're so totally different.
Catch-22 is a story of an enormous war and people caught up
in that war through no fault of
their own. The "hero" is desperately trying to escape from the
war. Cuckoo is the story of a
very small war, initiated by one
man, partially against his own
will and a lot of people who are
not trying to escape but have
purposely placed themselves in
the war zone and willingly .sta;y
there though they are free to leave
~t any time. Catch-22 is about a
lot of crazy people who think
they are sane; Cuckoo is about a
lot of sane people who find some
solace and security in the sheltered life of a mental hospital.
Thecharac~rs in Catch-22 have
totally free access to airplanes
of every description and spend
much of their time flitting from
country to country; the inmates
of Cuckoo are restricted by their
own fears to a tiny world. Catch22 is told by an omnipotent thirdperson narrator; Cuckoo is told
by a schizophrenic Indian, Chief
Broom, who believes that the
Combine controls all activity.
The culminating moment of
Catch-22 is when Yassarian flees
for his life; the end of Cuckoo
sees McMurphy commit an act
of virtual suicide.
Catch-22 is totally non-sexist and non-racis_t, though some
of its characters display both
these traits; it takes the point of
view that practically everyone is
insane and/or miserable just be-

cause they're human. The message behind Cuckoo seems to be
that race and gender go a long
way toward making us what we
are, and that women, as part of
their all-too-human quest for
power, will cut a man down to a
mouse if they can and men had
better learn how to handle women
if they want to retain their manhood.
So if these
two novels are
so utterly different, why are
they invariably
linked
together? Because critics
are stupid, of
course.
But there
are other reasons, as well.
Catch-22 and
Cuckoo are the
primary examples,
at
least since
World War II, in American literature of what is sometimes
called the novel of the absurd.
ChiefBroom's schizophrenic
ramblings about the Combine
seem to placeKesey's Cuckoo in
this category; with Catch-22
there can be no doubt.
Not that these are the only
novels of the- aj)surd to be written in America after WW II; there
were others. Nog is another ex- •
ample of the novel of the absurd.
In fact, the cover blurb proclaimed "The Novel of Bullshit
is Dead." Forty pages in, I realized that the novel of bullshit
was alive and well and soiling
my hands at that very moment.
Ken Kesey, author on One
Flew Over: the Cuckoo's Nest,
got his impetus for his writing
from his early experiences with
drugs. Strangely enough, he took
his first drugs as part of a paid
experiment by the military and/
or the CIA. Wanting to understand how such drugs could be
used for brainwashing and involuntary debriefing, the CIA
hired college students to take
these drugs under controlled c~ndi tions and paid them some minor amount of money. Kesey,
being poor, volunteered. Kesey
took a large number of drugs
under close supervision, including LSD and psylocybin. Later,

he bought a bus and toured with around the w,orld reacted to the in the country scurrying after
a group called the Merry Prank- essential insanity of war as 4e- every horror novel that crawled
sters who specialized in creating picted in the novel.
out of the woodwork. An awful
"happenings" and turning people
In 1964, Clifford Simak won lot of them were publishet! and
on to the wonders of hallucino- the Hugo award for Way Station. the key word here is "awful."
genic drugs.
This was another novel that had This is probably the only time in
Joseph Heller, the author of a strong anti-war message. It the history of writing when GraCatch-22, was an advertising ex- pleaded for not just the brother- ham Masterton could have beecutive who started writing a hood of man butthe brotherhood come a success.
novel in the evenings because of all sentient beings, It's the
The horror glut .would not
there was nothing good on tele- story of Enoch who maintains a reach full force until after one
way station extremely bad horror novel
on earth for · slipped through: Carrie, liy
beings en- StepehnKing.
gaged in inOf the three novels who
ter galactic started this whole trend, the besttravel. In the written was probably Rosemary's
course of the Baby. Baby is the story of a young
novel, Enoch Catholic girl whose husband is
meets beings attempting a career in show busifrom many ness. In exchange for career sueother galax- cess, he trades his wife to a Saies, some of tanic cult for one night of sex
whom can with the devil. Rosemary becommunicate. comes pregnant with the devil's
while others- child while her husband goes off
he can only to act in promotional films for
marvel at. the Pentagon, or something.
Blattie' s The Exorcist was unEnoch hnds
vision.
most of these creatures, even the doubtedly the best-researched ol
Thus the two mcst radical ones he cannot communicate the three. Blattie appeared on
works of their ti me were directly. with, to be infinitely preferable several talk shows with tape reinspired by the CIA, NBC, CBS to his fellow earthlings. The most cordings of an actual exorcism
and ABC. Sounds like a load of moving moment in the novel oc- in which can be heard many
CR~P, doesn't it?
curs when an alien dies while in strange sounds including, apparAt least in Kesey's case, he Enoch 's way station. The cus- ently, the actual voice of a deknew what he was getting into. A tom of the alien's people is that, mon. Some people refuse to belot of other people at about that when one of them dies off-planet, lieve in the existence of demons;
same time, many of them preg- he is "taken care of' in the man- I would like these people to look
nant (mostly women) were being ner of the people among whom closely at the weird financial hisfed radiation cocktails without he has died.
tory of SSU over the last couple
being told about it. Not surprisEnoch buries him in a hand- of years. Nothing can explain
ingly, there's a lot of concern made coffin in the back yard. such weirdness but demonic inabout this now. People tend to Over him he reads a verse fom tervention of some sort.
get ticked off when they see their the Bible ... "In my father's Muse
These three novels may have
relatives dying of cancer and they are many mansions ..... This single paved the way for the "horror
very often file lawsuits. The gov- verse sums up much of what the revolution,,.. but it was Stephen
ernment assures us that they have novel is about. Of the four nov- King who turned the revolution
now released all the pertinent · els mentioned so. far, three should into a bloody massacre.
information and there were no be required reading foreverystuHis is perhaps one of the
experiments other than the ones dent of the arts and humanities. strangest careers on record. They
we've been told of. Of course, · Nog should be required reading say behind every great man
this is the same government that for Lucasville Prison inmates, there's a woman and this was
kept these experiments secret for but it might be considered "cruel never truer than in King's case.
decades . . Of course I believe and unusual punishment."
While Tabitha King's writing
them! Don't you?
The next great(???) event in hasn't had the same measure of
Heller's novel was actually literature was the publication of success as her husband's, she is
out for a few years before it be- three novels by different authors_ responsible for the existence of
came popular. For a while, it over a period of about five years: all the King novels and, conseenjoyed the status of a "cult Rosemary's Baby, by Ira Levin; quently, the fifty or so million
novel." This means it was popu- The Other, by Tom Tryon, and · dollars they have made for the
lar on college campuses. As the the Exorcist, by William Pete.r family.
Viet Nam war escalated; so did Blattie. All three were made into
King finished Carrie and
the popularity ofCatch-22. Stu- movies of varying degrees of threw it into the wastebasket,
dents in danger ofbei ng killed in quality. All three made tons of believing it was too much a piece
a rice paddy in some country money. The effect of all this was
they'd never heard of halfway to send every publishing house
Continued on pg. 13

CORE undergoes
name change
John Lorentz, Associate Professor of History at SSU, recently
announced that the set of studies
which comprises the general education requirement at SSU will no
longer be known as the CORE but

will be known as the "General Education Program: or

GEP.

This new name will appear in all university documents.

Audio-Visual Equipment Available for Student Use

By Marcia Tackett '
UC Staff Writer

According to William Pete
Duncan, Associate DircctorofMedia Services, most items inthe Media Services equipment inventory
are available to students doing
course
work
with
the
authorizationof an instructor. The
instructQr must notify Media Services that the student will be using

the equipment for completion ofa

project necccssary to rccieve credit

in a course.

Although these equipment
items are accessible through Media Services, Duncan points out
thatwhatonemaywanttouse might
not always be avbailable. "Having
a fixed amount of equipment, itis
neccessaryl to prioriti:r.e use~ fac-

ulty support must come first. and

then students on a first come, first
served basis, II
,
Any students wishing to use Media Services equipment must provide a valid SSU student I. D.
card.thatfwill be held until the equipment is returned. An equipment authorization fonn stating the liability
of the user must be signed as -well.

F.quipment availble for use by
srudcnts in the Library includes CD
player, AudioCassette player, 1/2
VHS MonitorNCR, slide viewer,
and Video Laser Disc players which
can be foundon thefirst floor of the
LI'brary. Headphones are available
onrequcstftomMediaServicesand/
or the Curriculim Material Center
Public Service Counters.
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SSU President Clive Veri and Professor Tiam, visiting lecturer from China, sign parers in the
President's Conference Room before the beginning orDr. Tiam's lecture on "Recen DeveloP,ment
of the Chinese Market Economy." The sun, reflected in. the windows of the Allied Health budding,
creates an interesting backdrop for this photo.
Photo by Jay Arr He'nderson

. Photo by Willian, C. I-Io/mes

Below, students wait outside Massie Hall as the fire alarms continue
to sound. Severaltimes in a space of
weeks, the afirms drove students
and professors from their classrooms. There was no lire and the cause of
.·
·
the alarm .has never been discovered. ·
Photo\ l>y J~y Arr Henderson

two

first:lssµe of.FaIL ··..·. ·• ··. ·· · •·· ····· ·

·· ·

lncident~lly, Jeilnifer recently spoke with Dr. Mafk Mirabello
a?d wouJd Jike to offer a correction. Min dee stated hi lier interv1~w with Jennifer th .a t .Dr. Mira hello had spent some half a
m~llion .rubl~s on woinen while he was in Russia. . .··•·
Mira hello . was quite angry that ~fi! had made hi~ look cheap~
Mirabell-;, s~ys he actually l!lpe~t several million rubles on Russian .women.
. ·
·
He said ~ussian w6meri<
quite expensive. "They don't eat
•?-~ch. bu~ keeping !he.i p suppJied with those smelJy ciga,-s they
l.1 ke ~an ~ost ,. for;tune;•• said MirabelJo. · .·
•·

arf

j

Left to Righfi Meredith
Blaze, Sherry Powell,
cake, Bob vo·ung~ Ellie
Mae Edwards.
Bob is presenting :E;Jlie
With a birthday cake.• .
The ·surprise cereni.ony
took place hi the Uni•
ver-shY, Center cafeteria.
Photo

at

Jeft: Ellie Mae

and a young well-wisher-.
Both photo111 ·by Nat
''\lames
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Kenny Blankenship struggles to loosen one of the
many stone steps on the floodwall behind SSU. The
university decided the steps would have to go for
safety reasons. Not only were some of the steps loo.se or
broken, but, in one of the more bizarre manifestations
of the recent ,crime wave that has engulfed SSU, someone stole several of the rock slabs that comprised the
steps. According to Blankenship and fellow worker
Mike Bowman, the :tlabs weigh about two hundred
pounds each and have an approximate value of zero.
Photo by Nat James

Norman Robinson's puppy seems
a little mystified by the camera
held by Nat James. Perhaps he
thinks it's food. At teast he
doesn't blink when he gets his
picture taken 'which ls more than
you can say for most of the SSU
Faculty.

This photo of t~e memorial
lilies planted earlier in the year
was taken by Nat James.
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Short History... Continued from Page 3
of garbage to eve r get published.
Tabitha Ki ng rescued Carrie,
mailed it to a publi sher and, a
few weeks later, it was sold to the
Book-of-the-Month Club for half
a million ddllars. King was on his
last legs, disgusted with his lack of
success at life and writing, hating
bis job in the laundry for minimum
wage, and seriously considering
breaking up with Tabitha. Only
God knows what dark thoughts of
just catching a train and going to ·
live with the hoboes probably filtered through King's mind some
late nights.
With the influx of money came
a release from all the pressures and
Steve and Tabitha discover~d they
actually wanted to be tog~ther. The
books poured forth. Carrie was followed by 'Salem's Lot, a far belter
novel. Suddenly, King's future was
assured. Other novels began to appear, and novelets and short stories. People began to complain that
King was publishing fartoo much;
that he was leaving no market for
the younger writers. None of them
might ever have been published if
Tabitha King had not rescued Carrie ..
In fact, King may have b.:.,:r.
right about Carrie; it actually is a
horrible novel and wouldn't have
been published at most times in the
history of publishing. But the horror glut was on and anything in the
right field was publishable. This
still doesn't explain why Carrie
became a big success. Only heavenly inter,cntion can explain that.
This casts Tabitha King in the role
of guardian angel, a role she would
probably object to strenuously.
And yet, when King threw Pet
Sematary into the wastebasket,
thinking it should not be published,
it was Tabitha who rescued this
·work also.
This is, quite simply, a career
that was meant to be. There are a
dozen reasons why King's success
should not have happened. It happened anyway.
King's greatest novel, to most
readers, is The Stand. An apt>calyptic tale of good and evil confronting each other after a dis.e ase
has killed off more than ninetyfive per cent of the United Stat.e s'
inhabitants, it embodies not only
the religious fervor that was sweep; ng America at the time but the fear
of mysterious diseases that is personified by our irrational reaction
to the threat of AIDS and the fear
of governmental weapons experiments which has receritly increased
dramatically since the revelations

about radiation tests conducted on for no discernible reason, the
unsuspecting A_m ericans men- public turned its b;ick on science
tioned earlier in this column. Alto- fiction and embraced fantasy. Most
gether, this is a nice parlay that of the fantasy published in the last
should keep this book popular for fifteen years or so has dealt with
many years to.come.
tht! stereotypes found in the game
The horror glut lasted for sev- of Dungeons and Dragons, and
eral years. We arc now hearing most of it has been repetitive, borthat the horror novel is dead and ing and vapid. Could Dungeons
difficult to get published. This un- and Dragons really be responsible
doubtedly explains why I have five for so many trees being wasted on
hundred pages ofa horror novel in garbage? There seems to be no
other explanation. When a genre
my word-processor.
Mainstream literature contin- gains success as this one has, there
ued to suffer through the Seventies are invariably three or four great
and Eighties as the various genres novels tpat attracted people's attake their turn a~ being the hot tention. When mystery novles betopic of the moment. .A lot of the came popular in the Thirties, there
bestsellers are mainstream, but
• were a number of works in the field
most of these are pointless that could easily stand with the
pieces of fluff that will not be re- best literature of the time. We find
membered. In fact, it ' s hard to re- no such works in the fantasy field
member most of them now. Some of the late Seventies or early Eightof you will point out that the nov- ies. In fact, it's hard to remember
els of William Kennedy have done the names of any of the fantasy
well, but several of these works, novels being published at that time.
especially Ironweed, actually fit In fact, it's hard to remember the
into a new genre that has been fantasy bestsellers of last year or
trying to become the dominant' even last month. They're all so
genre for nearly two decades: the much alike.
And all of them bear a strong
novel of alcoholism and recQvery.
These would have been consid- resemblance, in plot if not in qual~red mainstream a few years ear- ity, to Tolkit:n 's breat fantasy, Lord
lier but not after about 197 4. In of the Rings, and especially to The
this same self-help program genre Hobbit, the Prelude to the Trilogy.
I would place stories of gambling While this is probably not a great
addiction.
work, it did become extremely
A- number of sub-genres had popular in the Seventies and could
their moment in the sun. The true have insp/red a few writers. But it
sensational crime story got tremen- couldn't have caused this fifteendous impetus from Bugliosi 's pub- · year glut. No, we have to look
lication of Helter-Skelter, the elsewhere for the cause of people's
"true" story of the Manson Family tremendous desire to escape into a
murders. Incidentally, one of the fantasy world of wizards and uniManson victims was Sharon Tate, corns where everything comes out
wife of Roman Polanski who did all right in the end.
the movie version of Rosemary's
Personally, I blame the CBS
Baby. Creepy how it_.all ties to- Evening News. They keep showgether, ain't it?
ing us all these horrible stories
Quickly following were other about earthquakes and fires and
"true" stories about serial murder- train wrecks and George Bush geters: Ann Rule's The Stranger Be- ting elected and Hilary getting
side Me (on Ted Bundy}, books on elected and other disasters. Is it
Juan Corona, Wayne Gacy and oth- any wonder we don't want anyers littered the newsstands for thing real in our fiction?
Anyway, a lot of people you
years. There were a few fictional
tales of serial killers, but they were never hea.rd of _win all the Nobel
so pale compared to the real thing Prizes, so who gives a rat' s pan~
that the genre died a quie~ death creas about all that?
without having been noticed much.
Now, the Pulitzer .. .that's enBut the one truly great event in tirely different. They once gave
publishing over the last few years their award to Dave Barry, the only
has been the changeover from the time in recent memory somebody
novel of science to the novel of won a major prize and anyone actually cared. Toni Morrison getfantasy.
There have been many great ting the Nobel was a big deal to
fantasies: Gormenghast is undoubt- people who find that sort of thing a
edly one of the best with the SSU big deal. And she was born in Ohio,
Financial Statements coming in so I suppose we should all go
close-behind. Starting about 1980, "Whoopee." Just don't ask me to

L
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read any of her stuff. Like every
piece of writing ever honored by the
Nobel committee, it's pointless and
plotless and really boring.
Pointless and boring are the
words that characterize mucH of~he
writing.of the Seventies and Eighties and, for that matter, the Nineties.
Thank Goodness this column has
never fallen prey to anything so horrible and insidiousness as the ...what
was I talking about? I dozed off. I
think that's a sign that it's time jto
· end this series of columns-and what
doyouknow?-we'rejustaboutupto
the present time. There's only one
more writer to discuss.
Bill Statsky was born of poor but
dishonest parentswho immediately
sent him off to Harvard where he
waited outside the gates, eating ivy
off the walls and whistling at girls,
until he was old enough to apply for
admission. Occassionally he would
duck into town long enough to do a
radio show as Billy the News~y.
He was, of course, accepted mto
Harvard for reasons no one has yet
figured .out except that he had his
parents checkboo~ a~d had learned
how to forge their signatures. At
H~rvard, he want~ to become somethmg usefulto society; alas, that was
not to be. He became a lawyer.
FromH~rvardhewenttoAd~ms
County, Ohio, a natural progression.
Here he met a young man named Jay
Arr Henderson and a young lady
named Patricia Farrell. He befriended the one and married the
other. (Don'! be a smartass!)
Because it was the Sixties, he
gave Pat a tree stump as an engagement present. This may not make
much sense to you young people
today, but in the Sixties ...l'm sorry,
I said I wouldn.'t try to explain the
Sixties and J won't. Just take my
word for it that it all really happened
and it all made pecfect sense.
Bill and Pat honeymooned in
New Orleans during theMardi Gras,
later went to Greece, worked for a
drug rehabilitation center (an awkward phrase; it sounds like you're
rehabilitatingthedrugs), and finally
became a teacher. Finding himself
with scads of free time, Btll decided
to write a novel. His first work of
fiction was called Para-Legal Assisting as a Career. It was'very short
on plot and there was practically no
dialogue whatsoever. His s&ond
work, a spy thriller entitled The ParalegalProfessionandYouwassomewhat,deriviative but a distinct improvement on the first. Then came
the finest work of his career to date,
the haunting and beautiful love story,
A Handbook to the Paralegal Pro-

fession. The New York Daily
Times calls this book, " ... a masterpiece of elegaic simplicity."
No one has ever figured out what
· that means.
There is no telling what
surprizes this enigmatic and creative genius has in store for us in
the future.
Anyway, that's basically the
his~ory of English Literature as I
see it. And as Huck Finn once
said, "If I'd knowed what a
trouble it was to make a book, I
wouldn't neve{ a-tried it, and ain "i
a-goin' to no more."
This is the last of my columns
on the Short History of English
Literature and I just want to say
thank you to those of you who
stayed with me to the bitter end.
To those of you who will complain that your favorite writers
didn •·t get in, all I can say is:
someofmyfavoritewritersdidn't
get in, either. p. G. Wodehouse is
conspicuous by his absence from
. these pages although I feel that
a part of me really does live at
Blandings Castle among the
other impersonators there. Fritz
Lieber didn't even get a mention, although his The Pale,
Brown Thing is probably one
the premier horror-science novels of the Fifties. I could easily
write a thousand words on
Charles Finney's Circus of Dr.
Lao. Heinlein's career was horribly shortchanged and so was
that of that incredible mind, Dr.
Paul Linebarger. But if you ever
get a chance to read the short
stories collected in You Will
Never Be the Same, please do
so. Especially Alpha Ralpha
Boulevard and Mark Elf. But
don't forget The Burning of the
Brain. 'There are perhaps a bundred other writers I could mention here, but what would 'be
the point? Well, it would fill a
lot of space in the newspaper
which is always a good thing.
But there would be no point
other than that, so the heck with
.
It.
Besides being the end of the
Short History, this is probably
good-bye as well. I been talkin'
to Bill Holmes and he don't
want to be Editor, and I sure
don't want to be Editor no more,
so I don't know who'll be
talkin • at you when you come
back in the Fall.
Me and Bill, we're goin' up
the river and have some adventures amongst the Indians.
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Reserves ... C ontinued from Page I
budget.
Individual departments have
managed to save nearly$ l , 172,482
in their respective accounts as of
the end 9f the fiscal year (06/30/
94). The University's unallocated
fund balance or general reserve fund,
which houses the remainder of the
reserve is $414,367.
The unallocated funds are
marked as a genera I fund ofworking
capital. The allocated funds, such as
the Departmental Cany Foiward
Account, are earmarked for certain
purposes. These allocated accounts
include: Building Alteration which
"...provides for repairing, replacing,
and modernizing University buildings and attached equipment, includ-

ing (but not limited to) heating, ven- sity is billed each month for claims was marked by a $383,328
tilatingand air conditioning; phones; paid by the Ohio Bureau ofEmploy- increase in the unallocated fund
networking; plumbing; carpeting; ment Services.; Site Improvements . and a $727,038 increase in the
and electriqal equipment and instal- ".. .provides for repairing, replacing departmental carry forward.
lations; Faculty and Staff Develop- ,and/or modernizing parking lots,
The plan has the fol,lowing
ment which " ...encourages profes- sidewalks, roads, and outdoor light- goals for each account: Building
sional development of University ing, as well as care of the grounds Alteration set at " 5 percent of total
employees"; Moveable Equipment or other site improvements."; Leg- investments in buildings as rewhich "...provides for the replace- islative and Other Reserve Re- ported on the most recent annual
ment of movable equipment neces- . quirements "These funds are re- financial statement."; Faculty and
saryforthe operationofthe Univer- served in accordance with many Staff Development established " As
sity"; Program Development which any legislative or other legal man- recommended by the President at
"... provides start-up money to assist date governing unrestricted edu- $25,000."; Moveable Equipment set
in the development of the new edu- cational revenues."
at "5% of the total investment in
cational programming"; UnemployAt the end of fiscal year
movable equipment as reported on
mentCompensationasdescribedby 1993, there was only $31 ,039 on
the most recent annual financial
the Ohio Revised Code, section hand in the unallocated fund.
statement."; Program Develop4141.241 the University "is a reim- The department carry fonvard
ment established " As recombursable employer" and the Univer- account was only $445,444. This mended by the President at

$50,000."; Unemployment Compensation established at "l % of
the total salary and wages paid as
reflected on the prior year's W-2
reports."; Sitelmprovementsestablished "As recommended by the
President $75,000. "; Legislative or
Other Reserve Requirements established" As required through legislative or other legal mandates."; Departmental Funds established "As
accumulated by departments through
unspent budgetary allocations or
dedicated revenues."; and Working Capital set at" 12.5% of the
eoucational and general (revenues)
operating budget (exclusive of
transfers) reported on the most recent annual financial statement."

Jake ... Continued from·Page I
by chains. Even if the cage had been
unaccountably left qnlidded, said
Julia Basham, Professor of Biological Sciences, Jake would not
have escaped. The temperature in
this lab was so cold yesterday and
today that he would not have moved
much. Bc1ug a reptile, Jake takes
his body temperature from the surroundings and in the cold temperatures experienced by the lab recently, would have been practically
inert. SSU Security was called
immediately and security guard
Greg Grant took the call. Grant
investigaJed and later told the
Chronicle, "Those are brand-new
locks up there and should be very
difficult to pick. We believe Jake
was stolen for one of two reasons.
The first is, someone planned to
sell him in Columbus. The snake
was valued at approximately four
hundred dollars. The second possibility i's, someone took it to play
a practical joke by putting it in one
of the classrooms or in someone's
office. I've personally checked out
a number ofclassrooms on all three
floors, but we haven't had any luck
yet." Grant said Security is also
considering the possibility that the
thief may have stashed the snake
somewhere around the building
until he could take it out safely.
While Jake has been handled
by literally hundreds of different
people without ever showing signsof aggression, any SSU student
who finds Jake is warned to be
cautious. Do not handle the snake
yourself. Call Security instead.
Grant believes this is the same
thief who recently stole a brandnew printer from SSU. The printer
had only just been installed, Grant
told us.

Grant believes the thief may be
stealing from compulsion as much
as from any 'desire for monetary
gain. He apparently walked right
by a number of expensive microscopes, worth several hundred do!-

chased from Bert's Pet Store in
New_ Boston. Said Michael, "I
brought him down here because
SSU wanted to have something to
show off in their lab. They asked
me ifl would loan them Jake and I

lot of young kids have learned
about snakes, and gotten over their
fear of snakes, by meeting Jake
here in the lab," Julia Basham told
us.
Michael adds, "He was due to

be fed, so he's very hungry. I hope
whoever stole him feeds him." ·
Anyone with knowledge of
Jake's whereabouts is asked to call
SSU Secµrity, Robert Deal or Julia
Basham.

at least some elements of a happy
ending.
Jennifer dHatcher, of Jungle
Jenn's Pet Shop, has generously
donated a new snake to replace the
one that was stolen. The new snake
is a Ball python, just as was the
stolen Jake. The new snake is
named Patty the·Python and is a
beautiful, vividly marked fcmate
of about twenty inches. According
to Hatcher, in snake terms, Patty is
still a "baby."
Lab worker Mark Burchett
kindly agreed to rouse Patty from .
her nap, so Nat James could snap
the photo that accompanies this
story. Mark says he always wakes
snakes up slowly and gently, because he doesn't like to be awakened suddenly and figures snakes
don't either.
Patty appears to be quite gentle
and non-aggressive and it is hoped
that she will be a fit replacement
for Jake when children tour SSU
and are given the opportunity to
touch or pet her.
1e·nnifer Hatcher, who donated
Patty, is a former SSU student herself. In fact she worked for the
Shawnee student newspaper, then
known as the Star, in 1985 and
1986 as a staff writer.
While the staffof the third floor
accustoms Patty to her new surroundings, the search for Jake goes
on. Local pet shops have been contacted and told to be on the lookout. Jake is a mottled brown, approximately four and one-halffect
long, and weighs about ten to fifteen pounds.
.

Despite the horrible side ofthis
story- the callous theft of a child's
Christmas present-this story has

characteristics.
Michael misses Jake very much
and would like to see him again.

(L-R) Mark Burchett with new python named Patty.
Photo by Nat James

lars each, to get to Jake's cage.

said, 'Sure. ' I came to visit him
occassionally."
Jake was the property of
Julia Basham relates that Jake
Michael Basham, 13, son of Julia was getting too large to keep around
Basham. Michael related to the the house, anyway, and the SSU
Chronicle that "Jake the Snake" lab seemed like an excellent home
had been a Chritrnas present from for Jake.
his parents only two years earlier.
He was a big attraction for ~he
Michael wasn't sure, but he be- ma·ny groups of young people who
lieved that Jake was originally pur- tour the SSUlabs each quarter." A

He has no other distinguishing

.......
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PHILOSOPHY OFFERINGS
Dr. John Valentine would like you to know that:

Fall ·
Quarter
T/Th 10-12

Also In Fall,Dr. Kendall
D' Andrade asks
you to join him , time
arra~ged, for
Philosophy 400 or 499:

Medical
Ethics
with
Dr. Evan
Fisher

an in-depth
investigatlonof

Capitalism, Socialism,

And

Democracy

PHILOSOPHY 499:

_will be offered M-F, I pm-5pm, September 1-1 5. This course
fulfills a 4-credit Philosophy or Humanities elective, or the 4credit HPER 385 requirement. Films will include Lenni
Reiefenstahl's Olympiade, Herzog's The Ecstacy of the Sculptor
Steiner, Chariots of Fire, Slapshot. North Dallas Forty, Raging
Bull, A League of Their Own, and Beauty Knows No Pain.
Readings will include Eugen Herrigel, Zen and the Art of Archery; Joyce Carol Oates, On Boxing; Arlene Blum, Anapuma:
A women's Place; Arthur Ashe, A Hard Way to Glory; and ·
excerpts from Bill Russell's Second Wind and Muhammed Ali's

·----------------------------------·
~~[T

The Greatest.

0JY2;

Theatre Courses Offered Fall Term
Instructor: Dr. John Galyean

Thar 132 Elements of Performance

Learn about all the ~ost famous theatres, actors, dirc\!tors, and
other elements of the art and craft th,at is theatre, from
ancient Egypt to last night's Broaqdway opening.

Tuesdays and Thursdays, 6-8pm

Thar 21 0 Actini? I

....

Fun with approaches to acting, from theatre games to
improvisation; start your academic year off by expressing
yourself with this fun class!

Tuesdays and Thursdays, 8-10 pm

·----------------------------------~
oi

.The Data: Processing Management AssQ~i~tion and the Colft~~ ••
Business Alumni are coordinat:i.ng,.the establishment o:fa schoiar+:
sbip in memory of Gerry Barry; Facurty member of Sha.wnei ista.t
tJniversity..
. .
•.·
..

To make a donation con.tact: .
··

For

Coll~ge '!{!~.~!#~s!t · .· · ·

·

355-22·1 5 ·••·

~:::::;~:.T~::tj:t;t•~f=

Jacqu~

.

.

Evens 354'-Spon (723!5)

GOOD QUALITY SOUND
EQUIPMENT:
WILL SELLASA SET OR
BYTHE PIECE.
CALL CHRIS AT 2S9-4149
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Byline Offers Contests for Writers!
k

-,-., .

.·. Byline Magazine sppnsors y.,riti11g}ontests on an. ong9frig basis. Since there are

ail awful lot ofbudding_yourig writers gut there, we presenhhese as a way of helping

•·. . YOl,l.£et Startaj in.Jp~ .~P.?d,eriy.f.~<>.fJq of publish.i9g; 'J.]1.¢r~ af~ .entryJees r~q4ired
for each contest; ifis ge#erally hettefto send a money 6fdefthan a check or cash'
.
•.
.,
' ..
•· •
..;..
•·>
ti.
.
. ,.

.

.·,..

.·

Mail entries to:
,.&ltla«.t,fi4«d/V'e,
tkodluza,,

&u,..J4'U" <H.lffll

<>n/J,,. ~J4'U"nanu:,,

QdlWU, QM IA.e,C,(Hlll4t,

c ~ tffll tJe:.fo-.rt,
~,/tA.e-~.
&u,ia, «Iii/~ k, re,t.w-e,:r,-

nudfoJ../41'& y_,
-,p,,u,dnudtipau,uia,w
tv/Jl"~,haead

mu:Jl'~an,uw;y
fa. &uia-4Mald k,
~(Of'lUI;

uuuvd. 9'Pwzu.r,ku,fo ,
eacA,
«Iii/ k,
~.!Tn,tA.e-iuuL,f/
~..l°vze-d:i«dtbu-

nw,u/u,'lfiu-~ .
'{/Je, .tUdQfn,
tA.e,
IUtMUf?
QM,u:QU'- «H,/,Mf,f,b

~IA.e,aa/Mf"

fot,,JfHVY,me,~
mad tUtM,UV,' li4a,. -

Contests
Byline Magazine
PO Box 130596,
Edmond. OK
73013
HAIKU/CINQUAIN/
T ANKA-Deadline
August
30; 1994. Single poem in any of
these forms (no series). Entry
fee $3. Prizes: $40. $20. $10.

.

Poemfororaboutchiidren. No line

limit.

Entry fee $3. Prizes: $35, $15,
$10.

· NOSTALGIA-Deadline September 20, 1994. A fond remembrance of the way things were . .
1200
words

max.

line October 5,1994. Any story involving a man/womanrelationship,
suitable for the women's mags or
the confessions. Length I,000-5 ,000
words.
Entry fee $5. Pnzes: $40, $25,
$15. AUTUMNPOEMDeadline0ctoberl5, 1994.
Any style or length. Entry fee $3.
Pri:zes: $40,
$20, $10.
CHILDREN'S FICTIONDeadline October 20, 1994. For
kindergarteners through teens.

En-

GENRE FICTION-Deadline September 5. 1994. Short
story lhat fits a specific category
(mystery, romance, S/F, horror,
f
a
n
t
a
s
y ,
western,etc.).Maximum5000words.
Nochildren 's stories here. Entry fee
$5. Prizes: $50, $30, $15 . ..
CHILDREN'SPOEMDeadl ine$eptember I 0, 1994.

ROMANTICFICI'ION-Dead-

$15.

OPEN THEME POETRYDeadline November 10,1994.
Any subject, style or le~gth.
Entryfee$3 . Prizes: $50,$25,$10.
OPINION OR PROTEST
PIECE-Deadline Novelnber 25,
1994. Op-ed style or persuasive
essay on any topic,400I000words. Entry fee$4.
l Prizes: $40, $25, $15.
NARRATIVEPOEMDeadlineNovember30. 1994. A
poem that tells a story . .Any
length or style. Entry fee $3.
Prizes: $35, $20. $10.

tryfee$4.
Prizes:
S 4 0 •
$25.$15.
IDEM
IN FORM AL
STRUCTUREDeadline
September 30, 1994. Try a scstina, sonnet,
villanelle or any other fonn that requires a specific structure. List name
offonnon entry.
Entry fee $3. Prizes: $40, $25,

STORY-DeadlineNovember
5,1994. Open to any writer who's
never won a cash prize in a
Byline fiction contest. Maximym 5000 words. Entry fee $5.
Prizes: $40, $30, $20, $10 .

WOMEN'S POEM-Deadline Decemberbr3, 1994.
Anystyleorlength,for or about
women.
Entry fee $3. Prizes: $35. $20.
$10.
Statetargetedagegroupon ms. :

5 to 8,9 to 12.13 to 16. Length ap-

propriate to age group.
Entry fee $4. Prizes: $40., $20,
$15.

CURRENT ISSUES ARTICLE OR ESSAYDeadline October 30, 1994.
Nonfiction on any topic of current national ·interest (read the
newspaper headlines for ideas) .
Maximum 1,800 words. Entry
fee $4. Prizes: $40, $20, $15.
NEW TALENT SHORT

SHORT-SHORT SJORYDeadline December 15, 1994.
General ·fiction under 2,000
words.
Entry fee $5. Prizes: $50, $25,
S 15.
HOW-TO ARTICLE-Deadline December 30, 1994. Topics
from how to make a Christmas
craft to how to organize your
life-these are in demand by editors! Keep it short; 1,500 words.
max.
Entryfee$4. Prizes: $40, $25, .
$15.

JayArr Henderson
will word-process,
copy-·e dit, or critique
manuscripts of all kinds.
Low rates, experienced-.
Word-proceasing ...... 1.SO/page
Detailedcritique ........ 4.00/page

Ghostwriting (novels or
autobiographies) ••.•.. 10.00/hour

Call 353-6452.

,,
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WheelersburgandfyfaryHermann · •
of Portsmouth. :•::.
._ ·•·· _··••
.· •· . The awardswe.r elnstituted by
the As'soda1ionin 199:land honor
aluinrti achievementSiA setvice tQ
their professior{Comifoihityor 16
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University grants first sabbatical leave to professor

Flavin plans to research topics in Native American Literature

by .Jennifer Pauley
Uc Staff Writor:

When an institution makes the
transition from community college
touniversity, manycbangesfollow.
Shawnee State is no exc:eption. In
comparison to 1986, when Shawnee Community College became
Shawnee State University, enrollment has increased and a wider variety of courses and areas of study
areoffercd.NowitseeimasifShawnee is about to undergo another
change: granting sabbatical leave to
professors. .
-The sabbatical is a paid leave of
absence granted to a faculty mem. ber for one, two, or three quarters.
According to the faculty contract.
"The primary purpose of paid professional leave [sabbatical] is faculty development: advancing the
academic competence of faculty

members and enhancing the contributiontotbeuniYersityin teaching, scholarship, and service."
In the spring of 1994, Dr. Jim Flavin, Professor ofEnglish, became the
fintSSU facultymembertobe granted
asalJtJatical, which he will take in spring
of 1995. During this time. he plans to
work on three projects which are all
related to his teaching. According to
Flavin, one project is'"to begin a fourth
novel. .. aboutan institution like Shawnee that goes through a transformation
from a community college to a university, and the kind of turmoil that is
created when that happens."
TheothertwoprQjectsFlavin hopes
to work on during his sabbatical involve Native American issues, which
are directly relevant to the Native
American Literature class he teaches.
Cne is "a research project on the Na-

tive American tricksterfigwe, es- you teach writing-fiction writingpecially as it is used in contempo- and you are not writing yourself,
rary Native American fiction." then I think you are doing a treFlavinhopcs tashowthatthetrick- mendous disservice to your stuster, as it is used in contemporary dents." He goes on to add, "The
Native American novels, "is a fig- more intellectually alive you aJC in
ore that essentially continues the terms of your own research, ultiwar betMcn the twocultures. ..in a mately,thebetteryourclasseshave
way that ft9l only guarantees the to be."
survival of the Native American
Although Flavin is excited
culture, but ultimately guarantees ._ about being granted a paid sabthat the Native American culture batical leave. he also realizes the
will be vktcrious.,.
criticism that often comes with it
Flavin'soeherprojec:tconcerns "The whole issue that comes up
19thcenturyphotographyandhow with the sabbatical is: Does it reit, "rather than reflects the reality fleet a legitimate institutional inof Native American life-styles, vestment?In my mind, the answer
creates a reality that the white isaresoundingyes. Shawnee State
culture has adopted."
is a university now, and one of the
Flavin feels that the sabbati- things that they ought to expect out
cal will definitely enhance his of the faculty is that they behave
ability to teach. Says Flavin, "If like a university fac;;.ulty. One of
the things that this entails is an
ongoing, never-ending commitment to being students ourselves."
Flavin adds that, for him, the
sabbatical is "not simply a time of
disappearing, going into hibernation, and turning your mind off,
but it's rather going back to those
things that brought you into the
profession in the first place."
Flavin stresses that -independent research and reading is limited, if not impossible, for professors during the school year. For
this reason, he feels that more faculty members will begin to request
paid sabbatical leave.
. Flavin comments
the possible negative and positive effects
of this. "The only loss that I can
see is that it takes an individual
faculty member out of the classroom for a quarter or two quarters.
Those courses have obviously got
to be covered by someone else."
Flavin goes on to add, however,
that "the gains of a responsible
sabbatical are tremendous." Says
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Flavin, "Would you rather have a
faculty sitting around drawing a
paycheck, going home, and doing
the same thing over and over, or a
faculty that attempts to stay abreast
ofwhat's going on in the field ...and
brings the results back into what
goes on in the classroomr
Even though Flavin says that
the sabbatical "forces me to make
a contract with the institution that
says I
commit myself to do
research which enhances my teaching,., he_admits that it could easily
be abused. Flavin cl~ms that_"It's
totally possible, theoretically, for
a faculty member to take a sabbatical leave and do absolutely nothing. Because who is there on a day
to day basis to see what is going
onr He adds, however, that "in a
responsible faculty, it wouldn't
happen twice."
Flavin mentions that, inthefuture, he would like to see the process of obtaining a sabbatical
slightly changed. Currently, proposals are sent to the chair of the
department. From here, they are
passed to the dean of the department, the Provost, and the President. Finally, proposals are sent to
the Board ofTrustees. Ev.entually,
Flavin would like to see the faculty
involved in this process. Says
Flavin,"The faculty, more than
anyone else, could look at what
you are proposing and rate its significance to the curriculum as a
whole."
Since Flavin is the first at Shawnee State to be granted a paid sabbatical leave, he definitely feels
the pressure to handle if responsibly. "If I go out and take a tenweek vacation, it's going be
hardpresscd for the next person to
comewaltzingthroughand Uyto get
one," he says.
Headds, "I planto make it work."

will

